
BGEN committee meeting: Friday 17th November 2017 

Present: Aaron, Julia, Michael 

• BGEN stream for congress in Adelaide:   

What a great Conference in Adelaide in October 2017, both as a really well run and inspiring BGANZ 

Event and as an opportunity for BGEN colleagues to meet both formally and informally. The general 

feedback for the conference has been very positive with a more formal report to come. RBG 

Adelaide put together a comprehensive program of presentations, tours and networking events and 

it was good to catch up with old colleges and meet new ones, particularly in the area of Education, 

Interpretation and Engagement. The BGEN get together went really well with a full room of 

interested people.  It was a great opportunity for resource sharing and networking, particularly 

regional connections. There was some difficulty at the last minutes, including a brief presentation to 

the whole Congress about BGEN. It is suggested that we consider including an extra day before or 

after the next BGANZ Conference in Wellington for BGEN interested delegates to meet to focus on 

BGEN issues 

Aaron’s Kitchen Garden and Seeds for future workshops were excellent. Steve, Jackie from King’s 

Park WA and Michael also presented at the conference 

We have also decided to change our name to Botanic Garden Engagement Network. This will more 

accurately reflect the broader interest of our network, rather than appear to have a narrow 

education focus. 

• BGEN wordpress roster:   

This site is looking really good with lots of new posts. Please keep adding and Julia will put a Roster 

together for 2018. The first blogs for 2018 could include experiences of the Conference.  We need to 

link the Blog to the new BGANZ website.  We will contact Eamonn and Brad Greene. It would be 

good to include a BGEN story, particularly about the post in the Botanic Gardiner magazine in May 

Next year.  

• Around the traps:  

Aaron:  Life is back to normal, Kitchen garden funding is finishing soon and so ARBG will have to 

establish a few for service for this program.  The Pollinator’s Festival went well at Mount Lofty with 

Bee Keeping, Honey and native bees. Professional development programs for teachers went well, so 

d Julia: Has been working on integrating technology to help interpret the native plant collections 

with a plant ID, Ideas and Conservation trails, using augmented and virtual reality. (Steve informed 

the meeting that the National Arboretum  is working on a similar program) .  

Julia:  Congratulations on her award at the Conference and her new role on the BGANZ committee. 

This should help raise the profile of BGEN. One of Julia’s did very well in the NZ Young 

Horticulturalist of the year. This was NZ wide and involved all Parks and Garden in the country. 

Auckland BG is also very involved in 2020 Endeavour Celebrations and encourages other BG’s to 

come on board. Dale Arvidsson from Mackay is good contact. Wollongong BG NSW and Gladstone Q 

are on board. The theme of next Conference in 2019 may be Botanical Exploration. 



 

 

Michael:  Michael returned to a busy spring period in the Garden with schools, community 

workshops and tour groups.  A medieval monk made an appearance exploring traditional herbal 

medicine and back yard self-sufficiency was the consistent theme of community workshops. 

  

Next call: Friday 15th November one and a half hours earlier than usual. 


